
Rebellion Is Right !
[The Andhra comrades have dealt a stern blow against
the neo-revisionist leadership of the C. P. I.(M). By an

., overwhelming majority, the Andhra State Party Plenum
held in the second week of January, threw out the anti~
C~inese revisionist Madurai Drafts and adopted instead
new drafts based on Mao Tse-tungs' thought. The neo-
~evisionist . organ People's Democracy (vide January 28
Issue), whIle reporting the Andhra Plenum, completely
suppressed this fact. The Andhra comrades have done a
very good thing in rejecting the neo-revisionist line and
courageously upholding the revolutionary line of Naxalbari
and the banner of Mao Tse-tung's thought. Their actio~
is just and right and will inspire the revolutionary comrades
in and outside the Party to intensify stilI more their develop-
ing struggle against the counter-revolutionary line of the
revisionist chieftains of th~ CPI(M) and their Dangeite
and Soviet patrons.

We print below a report of the Andhra State Party Plenum
which appeared in the Andhra press, followed by reports
on the struggle of the revolutionary comrades against the
revisionist line of the neo-revisionist chieftains in Orissa
and Delhi. -Editorial Board, Liberation]

ANDHRA:

The Andhra press reported that the Andhra State Plenum
discussed the ideological draft (Madurai Drafts). Three
members of the Provincial Secretariat placed two documents
in resolution form exposing the overall revisionist trends in
the Madurai Drafts. Among other things the documents.
pointed out how the central leadership was striving to
establish contacts with the revisionist East European Commu-
nist Parties and how cunningly this leadership avoided
clarification of the principal contradiction in the present-day
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world and inveigled the Khruschevite concept of peaceful
transition etc.

Two PB members including the General Secretary harangued
the Plenum for a pretty long time (together they took away
about half of the time of the Plenum's deliberations) with
a view to pUEhing through their revisionist line but all their
attempts failed. Finally the house adopted a resolution in
the light of the two documents placed by the three
Secretariat members rejecting in toto the Madurai Drafts of
the CC and requesting the CC to prepare a new draft on the
lines of the two critiques submitted by the the three Secretariat
members. The voting was as follows: supporting the CC
drafts (Madurai Drafts )-52; rejecting C C drafts-I 58 ;
neutrals-8.
DELHI:

Delhi CPI(M) Captured by Revolutionaries ;
Neo-Revgionist Leadership repudiated.

A general body meeting of the Delhi State Communist Party
(Marxwadi) convened at the initiative of the leading comrades

>4 of the Party was held on 14. 1. 68. About one hundred
twenty-five comrades, representing about 90% of the mem-
bership, came to attend. The meeting lasted for about 8 hours.
About two dozen comrades participated in the discussion.

S The con4ensus of opinion was that the top leadership of
the Party must be repudiated for their neo-Revisionism' ,
the imposed adhoc Committee, a substitute for the State
Committee, be disowned and the call of the Revolutionaries
to form a genuine Communist Party be endorsed. The meeting
unanimously passed the following resolutions:

"This general body meeting of Delhi Communist Party
(Marxwadi) held on 14. 1. 68 has come to conclude that the
top leadership of the Party has been usurped by another
brand of opportunists, the neo-Revisionists, who are hardly

• a shade different from the renegade Dangeites they so
clamorously repudiated only a few years ago, for, like their'
predecessors, they, too, tread the parliamentary path; have
faith in peaceful transition; prefer empty trade unionism to
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[Continued from page 16J
times, February 10, 1968). Our experience in India fully
corroborates \this statement. The bilateral arrangements are
t :ing also used currently by the US imperialists and their
f Iviet accomplices as bribes to disrupt the coming together
i the exploited countries in the UNCTAD-II. The famed

'77" is already affected by this treacherous manipulation.
What role India is playing in this UNCT AD business?

er nco-colonial status, her all-round dependence on the US
perialists and the Soviet revisionists, her willingness to

conti~ue to serve the interests of her dictating patrons of
WashlOgton and Moscow and lastly the mortal fear of a
roused people, which her rulers share wIth their masters were
all faithfully reflected in the Indian Prime Minister's inaugural
address. It is more like a moan than a speech-the moan of
a class that sees its doom approaching, the moan of India's
reactionary ruling class trapped inextricably in internal crises,
baunted by the spectre of a people rising up in revolt, and
'eeling at the blows daily raining on it from the angry masses.

a most shameless manner the P. M. desperatcly appeals
. I the US imperialists and Soviet revisionists for bolstering
~p India's reactionary classes against the angry people,
Unless we sen 6 this urgency and use our energy to eradicate

the economic ,auses which make for conflict, men and women
willbe impe 1 to revolt, and to use violent means to bring
about change," appealed the distressed P. M. (Sm. Gandhi's
speech,Economic Times, Feb. 2, 1968). She is "haunted by the
f~ar" that the "historic opportunity" presented by UNCTAD-I1
lay "again be missed," and that the "situation is a source of

.~nxiety." Haunted, afraid and anxious, she notes with
exasperation that "growing numbers in the developing countries

larebeginning to look upon external capital and know-how
not as aids to their own strength and achievement of economi~
freedom, but as bonds which increase their dependence on
10minant economies," and she immediately jumps forward
o absolve these "growing numbers" of sinners of their sins
-sins of daring to suspect the imperialists and showing

Concernfor the fate of their own countries and proposes
'lat. "We must al~ plead guil.ty." (Ibid). She is fully
JnvlOced that salvatIon for IndIa and other poor nations
nust lie not with themselves but in the hands of the US
llJperialists and their Soviet accomplices, who in her estimation
'~nstitute "the international community." "The elimination

pover.ty and the development of impoverished regions are
, llL.W WIdely accepted as international obligations," she
.; lsserts, and suggests that "In order to discharge them, it is
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The severe defeat in Andhra have rankled the neo-revisionist
overlords of the C.P.I.(M). They seem to have become more
cautious and resorted to the tactic of sowing confusion
among the revolutionary comrades. This is what they are
doing in Orissa. The Madurai Drafts were rejected at the
district level by the comrades of Cuttack, Baleswar, Koraput,
Sundargarh etc., and a state plenum convened by the neo-
revisionist State Committee was attended by only eleven
people and ended in a fiasco. The revolutionary comrades
in Orissa are firmly upholding the banner of Mao Tse-tung's
thought and are determined to stick to the policy of developing
agrarian revolution and building up a genuinely revolutionary
Party.

Party building, violate the Leninist principle of Democratic
Centralism in Organisation, and moreover, so distort and
misinterpret the thesis of People's Democracy in respect
of Indian Revolution that it becomes tantamount to the
thesis of National Democracy of the Dangeites. In the

••. opinion of this meeting, these neo-Revisionists are all the
more dangerous to the cause of ·communist revolution in
India because they preach revolution but practise reformism".

"This general body meeting of Delhi Communist Party .
(Marxwadi) held on 14. 1. 68 holds that by arbitrarily imposing

, an adhoc Committee as substitute for State Committee, the
Central leadership has violated the Leninist principle of
democratic centralism, committed an outrage on the Delhi
Party and thereby betrayed its traditional weakness for puppets
to carry out its nefarious designs of neo-Revisionism. The
adhoc Committee has already proved worthy of its master
maker by shattering the communist organisation in the State
to pieces. This meeting rejects this adhoc committee with
scorn, repudiates all its actions and decides to reconstitute I

its leadership at all levels in the state".
"This general body meeting of Delhi Communist Party

.• (Marxwadi) fully endorses and wholeheartedly supports the
call of the Revolutionaries of the Party as released through
the pages of 'Liberation' No.2 to form a genuine Communist
Party of and for revolution to be effected along the general
line of Marxism-Leninism culminated to-day in the thought
of Mao Tse-tung. The meeting hereby assures the All India

It Co-ordination Committee of every effort and co-operation for
the cause upheld by them".
ORISSA:




